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ABOUT THE COMPOSERS
Jason Cady composes opera, instrumental and electronic music; writes opera libretti; and
performs on pedal steel guitar and modular synthesizer. Pitchfork called him a “mod-synth
mastermind…funny and engaging.” The Wire described his one-act opera Post-Madonna Prima
Donna as, “thoughtful satire, sharp composition.” Anthony Tommasini, in the New York Times,
described his video opera, I Screwed Up the Future, as ”charming fantasy…drably comic and
spacey.” His podcast opera, Buick City, 1:00, AM premieres November 6, 2018. Cady’s CDs
have been released on Lockstep records and Peacock recordings. Lighton International Artists
Exchange, The Brooklyn Arts Council, New Music USA, free103point9, and the American Music
Center have funded his projects. Cady has an M.A. in composition from Wesleyan University,
where he studied with Alvin Lucier and Anthony Braxton. He was born in in Flint, Michigan and
has lived in New York City since 2001.
Andrew Raffo is a composer, soprano saxophonist, electronic musician, ethnomusicologist,
and arts organizer whose work has been performed or installed throughout North America,
Southeast Asia, and Europe. He appears on nearly two dozen recordings, including study/work
with experimental music innovators Anthony Braxton, Bill Dixon, Steve Lacy and Alvin Lucier.
He has received support for his work from the National Endowment for the Arts, Chamber
Music America, The Doris Duke Charitable Foundation, NewMusicUSA, ASCAP, the Getty
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Foundation, Arts International, Meet The Composer, The San Francisco Friends of Chamber
Music, and the National Endowment for the Humanities. Dewar is an Associate Professor in
New College and the School of Music at the University of Alabama.
Joan La Barbara, composer, performer, sound artist, actor is renowned for developing a unique
vocabulary of experimental and extended vocal techniques (multiphonics, circular singing,
ululation, and glottal clicks, her “signature sounds”) influencing generations of other
composers and singers. Her numerous commissions for multiple voices, chamber ensembles,
orchestra, interactive technology, and soundscores for dance, video and film, including a score
for voice and electronics for Sesame Street broadcast worldwide since 1977. Her multi-layered
textural compositions were presented at Brisbane Biennial, Festival Automne à Paris, Warsaw
Autumn, MaerzMusik Berlin among other international venues. She is composing a new opera
“Dreams of Water Beyond One’s Depth” inspired by the lives and work Virginia Woolf and
Joseph Cornell, exploring the artistic process, interior dialogue, and sounds within the mind.
Kamala Sankaram has been praised as “strikingly original” (NY Times) and “new voice from
whom we will surely be hearing more” (LA Times). Recent commissions include Washington
National Opera, Houston Grand Opera, Opera Memphis, Opera on Tap, and the Brooklyn Youth
Chorus. Her opera, THUMBPRINT premiered in the 2014 PROTOTYPE Festival, and was
featured on NPR, Agence France Presse, and media outlets around the world. THUMBPRINT
has since received productions at LA Opera and Opera Ithaca. She is currently working Opera
on Tap on THE PARKSVILLE MURDERS, the first opera written for virtual reality. Episode 1 is
now available on Samsung VR. As a performer, Kamala has been hailed as “an impassioned
soprano with blazing high notes” (Wall Street Journal). She has performed and premiered
pieces with Anthony Braxton, Philip Glass, and the Wooster Group, among others. She is the
leader of Bombay Rickey, an operatic Bollywood surf ensemble.
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